A simple method for estimating respiratory solute dilution in exhaled breath condensates.
Exhaled breath condensates have been widely used to detect inflammatory mediators in the fluid that covers airway surfaces of patients with inflammatory lung disorders. This approach is much less invasive than bronchoalveolar lavage, but respiratory droplets are markedly diluted by large and variable amounts of water vapor. We estimated the dilution of respiratory droplets by comparing concentrations of nonvolatile, reference indicators (total nonvolatile cations, urea or conductivity) in 18 normal subjects with normal plasma concentrations by assuming similar concentrations in the respiratory fluid and plasma. The volatile cation, NH4+ (most of which is delivered as NH3 gas from the mouth), represented 93 +/- 3% (SEM) of the condensate cations. More than 99% of the NH4+ was removed by lyophilization, making it possible to use conductivity to estimate total nonvolatile ionic concentrations and facilitating analysis of urea. Conductivity was significantly correlated with electrolyte and urea concentrations. Estimates of dilution based on total cations, conductivity, and urea were not significantly different (cations: 20,472 +/- 2,516; conductivity: 21,019 +/- 2,427; and urea: 18,818 +/- 2,402). These observations suggest that the conductivity of lyophilized samples can be used as an inexpensive, simple, and reliable method for estimating dilution of nonvolatile, hydrophilic mediators in condensates.